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WYOMING  CAT  HOARDING  SEIZURE  
Let's begin with a lady we'll call Sally living in Casper, Wyoming, who operated Casper Cat Rescue.
Her love for cats and wish to save as many as possible ultimately resulted in a seizure of 204 cats from
her on December 14, 2012. Over a period of two years, she had accumulated her cats from a hoarding
situation in a trailer park, from feral cat colonies, from strays and from the Casper Metro Animal
Control, who turned over to her many cats that would otherwise have been euthanized. Her mission in
life was to save as many as she could. Sally had the best of intentions but not the means to be a cat
savior: it takes thousands of dollars a month to provide the proper food, vet care, housing and staff to
care for so many animals. Sally had only herself. Her request to the Casper Planning and Zoning
Commission for shelter status was
denied, even though the Commission
recognized her good intentions but her
facility (her own home) was considered
unsuitable and impossible to keep clean.
Consequently, sick cats mingled with
healthy cats resulting in virtually all her
cats becoming ill.
After the seizure, 61 of the 204 cats were
immediately euthanized because of
severe health problems, including bloody
diarrhea, ring worm, upper respiratory
infections and dehydration. More cats
were eventually euthanized because of
illness or because they were considered
unadoptable. The Casper county facility
was subsequently completely
A few of the seized cats in some of the cages at the Casper shelter. Photo
by Gay Dickerson.
overwhelmed itself by the sudden
addition of over a hundred cats, all of
them in need of various medical attention. Adding to the problem was the then shelter manager, whose
job performance had been inadequate before the seizure and whose efforts after the seizure did nothing
to help. This is where Kris Field stepped in. Here is the first email Kris received, the one that set in
motion her rescue efforts, one of the most difficult in her history:
January  17,  2013,  email  to  Kris  Field  from  Lisa  Craft  of  Paws2Help  in  Casper:  Hi, I got your contact
information from Adam at HSUS. He said that you may be able to help us with some of these
kitties, or know some rescues that can. Out of the 204 seized there are about 100 left. They
euthanized the rest due to their being too ill, mostly with FIP, or feral and, in their minds,
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unadoptable. All of these cats have been exposed to FIV/FELV/FIP and ring worm. The vet says that 51 of
them are definitely redeemable, but will probably need treatment for URI and ring worm. We are working to
get them all snap tested. Our shelter is in no way equipped to deal with this many kitties in addition to the
ones that they deal with on a regular basis. They are, at least, keeping these guys separate from the intake
population. If you know anyone who can help even take a few of these cats we can provide you with snap
test results, approximate age, if neutered or spayed if we know, and health needs. They are at our local
county animal control shelter. I am a rescuer in Casper, Wyoming, who provides medical care for homeless
animals and we were asked to help try to place these guys if possible. Thank you, in advance!
Most of the cats, the ones that lived, were suffering horribly from open bloody sores from scratching at the ring
worm; eyes that were sealed shut from infection; eyes that were bloody and infected from disease, injury or
infection; starvation; bloody diarrhea resulting in ravaged and sore beet-red butts; wheezing; fluid-filled lungs;
snot encrusted noses that made breathing difficult at best; and other medical issues too severe and graphic to
write about.
And nobody in Wyoming--not the hoarder, not the shelter manager, not the mayor, no one except Lisa Craft-was helping these cats or making any attempt to alleviate their suffering.
An  excerpt  from  a  subsequent  email  to  Kris  Field  from  Lisa  Craft: Our vet has been awesome by donating a lot of his
time and medications and tests at cost, but he is also overwhelmed. He has two vets out right now and a
large practice to run. Many vets around here won't donate time or medications at all, or even if they were
disposed to do so, many don't have good relationships with Metro.
Kris spearheaded countless telephone calls and emails among rescue groups among Theresa Geary of Denver
Dumb Friends League, Lisa Craft and Denise Wendinger of Paws2Help, Diane Young at Best Friends, Barbara
Galaviz-Duarte of Denver Municipal Animal Shelter, Kelly Hopkins of Foothills Animal Shelter and several
other rescue organizations. Pam Dickerson and her sister Gay Dickerson personally drove 27 cats from Casper
to the Dumb Friends League. Alice Nightingale of DMAS sheltered 20 of the cats and David Thompson drove
13 to the Denver Municipal Animal Shelter. Foothills took 14 healthy kitties from Wyoming to make more room
for the hoarder kitties. All these transports took place because Kris made it happen, coordinating everyone's
efforts and driving times, taking into account high winds and snow storms.

Gay Dickerson unloading cats at the DDFL staging area. All the
transporting took place during the winter with freezing
temperatures and snow storms in the mix. Photo by Kris Field.

Kris Field in action.
Photo by Gay Dickerson.

Local vet Dr. Sheryl Scolnick of Pets on Broadway gave Kris and Alice excellent advice on preparation and
storage of the skin cultures (for ring worm) and procured the cultures for DMAS at an incredible price. And the
authorities at the State of Wyoming were easy to work with and did all they could to make the process work
smoothly. In all, Barnwater Cats arranged for the transport of at least 62 of the remaining live cats. As you can
see by the partial list above of people and organizations, it took many, many people to save these cats. Big
thanks to all the people and agencies that participated to make this happen! And Kris was instrumental in having
the Casper shelter's manager dismissed and replaced with a more caring, active manager.
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On  January  30,  2013,  Kris  sent  out  an  email  to  her  network  with  an  update  of  the  situation: Today at approximately 12:20
p.m. Gay Dickerson and her sister Pam arrived at DDFL with 27 cats from the Casper, Wyoming, public
shelter. Many of these poor kitties have had no medical treatment and some have ring worm, upper
respiratory, severe diarrhea, injured and bloody eyes, severe ear infections and other medical issues. They
are however all leukemia/aids negative.
There are no words with which we could thank Denver Dumb Friends League for taking this shipment. I
stood there talking with Amanda and John, looking at the 27 carriers lined up for transfer into DDFL and
thought with great sadness of the ones that were left behind. But with great joy over the ones that will now
be safe, cared for and adopted to wonderful homes.
I plan to speak with the mayor of Casper in the very near future in order to see what they can do about the
remaining kitties that is more humane than the non-care that they are receiving now. If she can get Rick, the
shelter ED to REQUEST help, then perhaps we could get sheltering and triage help, from locals or from
national organizations. There is no way one shelter tech can medicate, clean and feed all the cats that are
there, languishing in cages, sitting there with diarrhea on their already red, sore behinds. The City of Casper
needs to step up and get SHELTER help, tech support, vet support and get charges filed against this hoarder
who, according to Facebook, is STILL COLLECTING cats and donations!
I think the mayor is an animal lover/advocate and genuinely wishes to help with the situation. I am copying
her on this email.
Thank you to everyone who made this happen and to these transport volunteers: Jean Capellari, Gay
Dickerson, Pam Dickerson, Kerry O'Gorman, Alice Nightengale, David Thompson and Lisa Craft of
Paws2Help. I have proven that all it takes is a will, a prayer and a zillion awesome volunteers. Thank you
from the bottom of my heart.
So, with the 14 kitties that Foothills took from the Casper general population last week, and the 27 that
DDFL took today, Lisa and I have successfully and safely moved out FORTY TWO cats . . . and that seems
unbelievable to me. I am grateful beyond words.
And they said it couldn't be done...well, these surviving cats still need our help, so Lisa and I will continue
our work until we are done. Thanks everyone.

One row of cats loaded in an SUV for the trip to Denver.
Photo by Gay Dickerson.

A line of cats in carriers held by Amanda
of DDFL, Gay and Pam.
Photo by Kris Field.

Eventually, all remaining cats were transported: this was a huge amazing story of dedication and volunteerism,
and people coming out of the woodwork. It's not enough to say that there were a bunch of cats and Kris got them
to shelters--that is doing a disservice to the cats that died in the shelter waiting for the shelter manager to save
them. And it does not convey the hours, days, weeks and months it took to get the job done.
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Sadly, Sally is continuing her mission in Casper and is still fund raising and taking in cats. The need for shelter
is ongoing, but Sally is not the solution to the overpopulation. Responsible ownership, spaying and neutering
and well-funded animal shelters are the answers--and volunteers like Kris and her rescue network who devote
their lives to helping animals.

Pam Dickerson loading a second row of cats into the SUV.
Photo by Kris Field.

Gay Dickerson and Pam Dickerson ready to drive to DDFL
with 27 cats in individual carriers. Photo by Kris Field.

In August 2013, BCRO received an adult male
(Lyle) that was being beaten up by some teenage
boys. A kind neighborhood lady demanded they
surrender him to her. Mom Kris took photos to
DDFL and filed a "found cat" report.

  
My  name  is  Smoky.  I  am  
hoping  to  learn  how  to  be  
the  disaster  coordinator  
for  BCRO  when  I  grow  
up  a  bit.  Right  now  I  am  
too  busy  being  a  kitten  
and  annoying  the  other  
shelter  residents  with  
what  I  consider  to  be  my  
mirthful  antics.

While she was
there, she decided
to look at the
kittens. She saw
some gorgeous babies, a flame point Siamese, a beautiful
tuxedo, an all white one and several others, and then there
was my black brother and me. She said I was the runt, and my
fur was very straggly and sticky-looking and I was underweight for my age. Nevertheless, she asked Erin (the adoption
lady) if she could visit with me, and I wound up going home
with Mama Kris.
When I got home, I was three months old and weighed 2
pounds, 2 ounces. I had been sick a lot, but was well-cared for by a foster home and the League.
Mama Kris is very good with kittens, and she fed me lots and lots of meat and some baby food
regularly and pretty soon I got all filled out and my fur got shiny and I even have little tufts
coming out of my ears. As of October 23rd I weighed FIVE pounds and 4 ounces.
I am going to start school soon and I will take special classes in animal rescue, disaster relief,
sheltering and meteorology. I will never be able to take Honeybear's place, but I will do my very
best to do a good job, especially during local disasters such as floods and forest fires.
I am a very happy boy and I hope you will stop in and see me during the Holiday Bazaar, our
upcoming fundraiser. Love, Smoky
Smoky (upper left) after adoption and Smoky (center) now. Photos by Kris Field.
Kris training Smoky to be a Barnwater Cat (upper right). Photo by Eluise Marvin.
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TRAVELING  BY  CAR  WITH  A  CAT  by  Margery  Smith
[Editor's  Note:  Margery  is  a  long-time  supporter  of  Barnwater  Cats  and  foster  mother  to  many  cats  as  well  as  to  her  
own.  She  really  knows  what's  she  talking  about!]
Traveling with your cat by car for several days is tricky, at best, but, with care and
planning, it can be done safely and in relative comfort. The information below has
been gleaned from my experience of transporting my cat Shadow by car from Denver
to New Orleans, a four-day trip of 1,447 miles, and back again. We traveled down in
February and back in May and we were very fortunate to have good weather both
ways. Kris Field, executive director of Barnwater Cats, came along both ways to keep
us company.
Considerations  
First of all, consider the health of your cat. A
healthy cat makes a better traveling companion
and the process of taking care of her is easier.
Margery with Roscoe,
However, if she is in poor health or gets very
rescued from Petsmart.
upset/sick when she goes anywhere in a car, be
Photo by Gerrie Hyndman.
sure that the trip is absolutely necessary. In any
case, discuss the trip with your vet. Get advice
on any medications he/she might recommend that may make the trip
easier on your cat. Even if your cat is a good traveler, you may want to
bring medications along just in case your cat needs them.
Secondly, be prepared to think of your cat first and yourself second. You
must be aware of your cat's behavior at all times and respond to any
possible change in that behavior promptly and lovingly. No temper
tantrums on your part allowed. Leave your timetable at home and go with what your cat needs when she needs
it. Lastly, always follow the safety precautions outlined below and be constantly vigilant. You run the risk of
your cat getting away from you in a strange place whenever the car or hotel/motel room door opens. Escapees
are not easy to catch and do not usually fare well among the dangers of highways and predators. Tales of the
miraculous return of a long-lost pet are the rare exception, not the rule.
Shadow, Margery's soul mate.
Photo by Margery Smith.

Equipment  and  Supplies
1. Be sure your cat is microchipped before you leave.
No exceptions!
2. Keep a collar on your cat at all times; include your
cat's name, your cell phone number and "reward if
found."
3. Keep your cat in a carrier at all times while in the
car. Be sure the carrier latches firmly and is tall enough
for your cat to stand up in. Cover the bottom of the
carrier with a towel or other cloth pad. In case of
accidents, put an extra towel enclosed in a plastic bag in
the bottom of the carrier under the usual padding. Use
expendable towels or padding so you are not trying to
wash a dirty one or have to carry a dirty one with you.
4. Bring a litter box with your cat's favorite litter that is
small enough to fit inside the carrier with the door closed.
Bring a scoop and bags to dispose of waste.

Murphy, who loves boxes and cupboards, was rescued
from a barn situation. Photo by Margery Smith.

5. Bring a small water bowl and bottled water. Bring dishes or paper plates to hold food, a spoon and a can
opener. Bring your cat's favorite canned and dry foods as well as treats and "bribe foods" (their absolute favorite
food).
6.

Pack your cat's favorite blankets/beds, toys--used, not new or freshly washed.
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7. Bring an ample supply of your cat's medications, both the regular meds and the just-in-case meds. If your
cat is on fluids, bring bags of fluids, tubing, needles, a pan to heat the fluids in, etc.; you will also have to be
sure to get a room with kitchen facilities.
8. Access to Internet via Smartphone or iPad or other mobile device is
recommended in case you need to find a vet or lodging in a pinch. If these
devices are not available to you, look for a public library or Internet cafe. Shop
keepers, grocery clerks and other locals may be able to give you
recommendations.
Paperwork
1. Bring current medical records, including vaccination records,
leukemia/aids test results, health history and medications.
2. Include a copy of your microchip info and the microchip company
emergency phone number.
3. Be sure you have the name, address, phone and fax number of your vet.
Procedures
One-eyed Lucy requires eye
drops 4 times a day. She was
the subject of an article in the
Barnwater newsletter. Photo
by Margery Smith.

1. Never, ever, ever, open the door to the car without being sure your cat is
securely in her carrier with the door latched.

2. Never, ever leave the cat in the car alone. This
means drive-through meals/snacks, tag team
bathroom breaks, etc. You might be delayed returning to the car and your cat could
get too hot/cold or someone might steal/vandalize your car with your cat in it.
3. At the hotel/motel, set up blankets/beds, food, water and litter box before you
let your cat out of her carrier. Put her in the litter box immediately so she knows
where it is. Hang the "do not disturb" sign on your door to prevent staff from
entering and possibly letting your cat escape.
4. When you make reservations or
register at a hotel/motel, be up front
about having a pet with you. Cheerfully pay any fee. There is no point in
running the risk of being kicked out in
the middle of the night when the
handyman comes to fix the toilet!

Margery with Patches, a cat Margery and
Kris rescued from what was left of the
Waveland, MS (ground zero for Katrina),
shelter. Photo by Linda Ryan.

Elliot, rescued from an
abandoned apartment.
Photo by Margery Smith.

5. As you are driving, talk to your cat
often and watch for any change in
behavior. If she begins to move about nervously or appear to
search for something, stop the car as soon as possible. Keep the
doors to the car closed as you open the carrier to offer the litter
box, water and food. Do not let her out of the carrier.

6. Watch for signs of stress such as an unusual breathing pattern,
meowing that sounds unusually upset, or signs of stomach distress
such as vomiting or diarrhea. Stop as soon as possible and offer comfort/petting. It may be time for food, water,
litter box or medications. If the behavior continues, stop for the night or find a vet.
7.

Drive carefully and have a good time!

FOLLOW-UP  BY  KRIS  FIELD  
Kris heartily endorses Margery's travel advice and would add that stress may be evidenced by open-mouth
breathing, which is an emergency. Try some test runs in your neighborhood of up to an hour to see how your cat
does and if she is too terrified, it's best not to take her at all. Try a few drops of bach flower "rescue remedy" in
her water or food if she is anxious while traveling. Try some meat baby food on the end of a spoon poked
through the carrier as a quick snack and bring a full-sized litter box for overnight stays.
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ALLEY  CAT  ALLIES
Because of the recent severe flooding this September, ACA reached out to local rescue groups with this email:
"The recent flood in Colorado displaced many feral cats and kittens. Alley Cat Allies is providing financial
assistance to local cat rescue groups, including funding for medical care, spay/neuter surgeries, food and
supplies for rebuilding destroyed feeding stations and shelters. We also sent the groups two dozen traps, which
will not only serve the displaced cats, but will also enable the groups to continue Trap-Neuter Return well into
the future. In addition to financial assistance, we've helped some of the local groups coordinate their rescue
efforts to help save even more cats' lives."
Kris contacted Alley Cat Allies and they generously donated 19 nice new traps to BCRO! As Kris writes to her
feral cat rescuers:
Alley Cat Allies has been totally awesome in their dedication to helping Colorado kitties, and they have sent
BCRO extra traps so that I may share them with you. I know you all have traps or a place from which to
borrow or rent traps, but if you need nice new replacements, this would be the time to get one. They are the
good ones, with the back door that slides up so we can do quick releases!
Thank you Aileen Walden and Rebecca Katz of ACA. You guys are awesome and we are all so grateful to
you. I feel like we have made some great new friends. If we can ever do anything to help you, please let me
know. Please forward this email to anyone you know who may be in the flood plain and who might need
help from this awesome group. I have been in very close contact with them and they are amazing to work
with and most generous and serious with their commitment to help Colorado and our kitties.
National Feral Cat Day® was October 16 and without an organization
such as Alley Cat Allies to publicize the need for trapping and neutering,
many more cats would die needlessly every year.

FERAL  CAT  RESCUE  EFFORTS
Kris received an email from Matt  Hornbeck of Colorado Springs on
October 9. She was very impressed with this man's efforts to save the
feral cat colony he has been supporting. Along with Matt's email was a
document with photos and detailed bios of each cat, which is available
for the asking: just contact the editor Eluise at eluise@bod.net and she
will send you the document. Here is his message:

Above: Frank, about age 4, a neutered male.
Below: Twitch, a female about 4 years old.

I live in Colorado Springs
where I've been a Human
Society of the Pikes Peak
Squeaks, one of Matt's feral cats.
Region colony manager
All photos by Matt Hornbeck.
for the last 2-3 years. My
colony consists of 6 cats, that I'm pretty fond of, so I'm trying to
solve a problem for their future. I am hoping to relocate next
summer so I'm beginning the process of trying to find my little
group a home. So, I'm starting early and contacting every group
that I could find. I realize, with recent CO fire and flood, that many
groups are already at capacity, while some are too far away. But,
people know people so I hope this process results in my group
finding homes or safe places prior to my relocation.
Thank you, in advance, for any advice or help that you can provide.
Thank you for everything you all do for animals. And a special
"thank you" to Lauri at Wild Blue for the help you have already
provided with Eve and her kittens, last year.
Matt  Hornbeck  
2418  W.  Vermijo  Avenue  #2,  Colorado  Springs  80904  
matthornbeck@gmail.com,  970.213.7961
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NEW  ORLEANS  RESCUER
[Editor's  Note:  Charlotte  Bass  Lilly  of  Animal  Rescue  New  Orleans  wrote  this  recent  email  to  Kris.  ARNO  is  the  
agency  that  transferred  a  number  of  cats  to  Kris  after  Hurricane  Katrina,  and  from  which  the  editor's  own  pet  
Marigny  came  from.]
There are only two people who I would trust our cats or kitties in their hands. You [Kris] and Priscilla from
Massachusetts. Both of you live and breathe cats and I know their care, love and adoptions will always be of the
highest quality. Lynn Chiche here of SpayMart is also wonderful, but she is loaded with 300 at her sanctuary in
Picayune, MS, and has two or three adoptions centers in Metairie. She yearns for good volunteers as some of the
adoption people are not as strict as she and us and you. She is lucky . . . she owns her own place in Picayune and
has a thrift store with an adoption center here as well.
We have made a big difference in the intake of cats and dogs at the municipal shelters both in Orleans and
Jefferson Parishes. We also have been working (thru our Facebook page) on helping a small rural shelter in
Many, LA (Sabine Parish Humane). They get almost no adoptions, but are small enough that with our marketing
their pets we have been adopting out maybe 6 or 7 a week at minimum. Some weeks as many as a dozen we get
adopted for that little shelter. We have a great person up there who is willing to transport them wherever they
need to go. She works sooo hard, seven days a week, to get these animals saved.

CATS  AVAILABLE  FOR  ADOPTION
LYLE  
Handsome Lyle was rescued from an alley where three teenaged boys were beating him. A lady intervened but
could not keep him because she was just about to move and her own cats were with friends until she settled in
her new home. Lyle had no collar or
microchip. Craig's List and flyers turned
up no owner. Margery Smith has been
fostering him, and Lyle is now looking
for his forever home. Kris declares that
he cannot be a Barnwater Cat because
he is spectacularly healthy, even his
teeth, and has incurred no vet bills. This
is unique in BCRO's history! He is a lap
cat, purrs readily and is well mannered.
Lyle is laid back and gets along well
Lyle. Photos by Kris Field.
Could his forever home be with you?
with other cats.

SARA
Beautiful and charming Sara continues to hope for her forever home. She has
her own room at the shelter and the run of the upstairs for a few hours a day,
but it cannot compensate for her own family. There is an unfortunate prejudice
against black cats, but they have as much affection to give as a more colorful
cat. Please consider giving her the chance to show you how much love she can
bring to you.
Sara relaxing at the shelter. Photo by Kris Field.

CALICO
The Denver Municipal Animal Shelter has a special calico cat in need of a home (her ID
tag is A210110). She has been there since late September and is more than ready to get
out of her cage. She's about 5 years old, shy but sweet. Please contact Barb Galaviz at
(303) 698-0076 if you would like to meet her, or any of the other animals awaiting their
forever home. Tell them BCRO sent you.
Calico A210110, waiting. Photo by DMAS staff.
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RECENT  BCRO  ADOPTIONS
CAJUN  by  Christine  Strickland
It was impossible to not compare Cajun with Goldie, but he has earned a solid place in my heart that is unique in
its own right. I do adore him, and he knows it! It's funny--I think he knows how to push my buttons, but he is
also a really good listener.
One of his most
favorite places to hang
out is in the windows.
Not just to look out,
but to sniff and smell
all the things outside.
He's happiest when he
can sit by an OPEN
window. And if he
sees another cat
outside, he begins
rocketing around the
house, completely
Cajun with his new family.
Photos by Christine Strickland.
worked up and beside
himself. I have no idea
what he would do if he ever encountered another cat, but he sure
seems to think he knows what he would do! In addition to
absolutely rocketing around the house (he will leap down half a
flight of stairs by only landing on them once), he runs laps: through
the kitchen, into the living room, turns a corner and goes through the
dining room, only to come trotting through the kitchen again. I am
immensely grateful that he cried for his life, and that [Kris Field]
had it in your heart to take him. He is truly part of our family.

RECENT  DONATIONS  TO  THE  SHELTER  OF  $10  OR  MORE  as  of  Nov.  2,  2013
Without your support, there would be no cat shelter. Every donation goes directly to the cats for vet care,
food, shelter and all the other associated costs of running a shelter such as insurance and maintenance.

Lions ($1,000 or more), Bob Rhue
Tigers ($500 or more), Eluise Marvin
Jaguars ($200 or more), Liz Drennen, Betty Patnoi, Terese Snowden
Leopards ($100 or more), Warren Connors, Rhonda and Kelly Green, Barb Johnson, Leslie Linville,
Andrea Luethge, Tana Pittman, Eileen Shellman, Christine Strickland, Jean Van Loan

Ocelots ($50 or more), Ann Martinez
Margays ($10 or more), Aurora Building Co., Connor Chidley, Linda Martin

ANOTHER  WAY  TO  DONATE  TO  THE  SHELTER
Donations through the mail are always welcome, but there are other ways to donate: Contribute
through the Wish List maintained by Amazon.com. Simply go to its website, click on Wish List on the
far right, and enter Barnwater Cats in the "Find a Wish List or Registry" drop down menu. You can
then select an item that you wish to send to the shelter and receive a tax deduction statement. Items
begin at just $12.49 for KMR kitten formula. Many items include free shipping and Amazon Prime
members ship free, as always. Just remember to add a gift card so we will know who you are!
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BARNWATER  CATS  RESCUE  ORGANIZATION  
ANNUAL  HOLIDAY  BAZAAR  
Saturdays  and  Sundays,  1  p.m.  to  4  p.m.  
November  9  &  10    and    November  16  &  17

Find your holiday gifts at the shelter's annual bazaar: fine chocolates and imported cookies,
jewelry, framed pictures, glassware, CD's, books, clothing, artwork and other collectibles!
Many, but not all, items are pet related. All NEW merchandise with slashed prices and deep
discounts at checkout.
Private shopping times may be available if necessary. Just contact Eluise at 303-733-5779.
All proceeds will benefit injured, abused and homeless kitties find good health and loving
homes. And new this year: to reduce inventory, prices are lowered and there will be on-thespot blue light specials and discounts to make sure that everyone gets lots of merchandise!
Happy Holidays...we hope to see you soon.

3131  East  Evans      *      Denver,  Colorado      *      80210  
(NW  corner  of  Adams  and  Evans,  one  block  east  of  St.  Paul)
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  VETS	
  
FOR	
  THEIR	
  DEEP	
  DISCOUNTS	
  AND	
  EXCELLENT	
  VETERINARY	
  CARE!	
  
Dr.	
  Meriam	
  Tadros	
  and	
  all	
  of	
  the	
  other	
  wonderful	
  vets	
  at	
  Evans	
  East	
  Animal	
  Clinic	
  
5353	
  East	
  Evans	
  Avenue,	
  Denver,	
  CO	
  80222	
  
(303)	
  757-‐7881	
  
Drs.	
  Mac	
  Griffin,	
  Sheryl	
  Scolnick	
  and	
  Jamie	
  Akers	
  at	
  Pets	
  on	
  Broadway	
  
2232	
  South	
  Broadway,	
  Denver,	
  CO	
  80210	
  
(303)	
  282-‐0808	
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NEW  ARRIVALS  AT  RAINBOW  BRIDGE
KNIGHTSKY
Linda Ryan, cat rescuer and long-time supporter of Barnwater Cats,
left KnightSky behind when she died a few years ago. Marion Reeves
took KnightSky as well as KnightSky's buddy, Baby, another older
cat of Linda's. This was one of Linda's all-time favorite cats that she
rescued years ago.
We are sad to report that KnightSky passed on to the Rainbow Bridge
in early August.

MICKEY  by  Lori  Geres
He was a wonderful friend and companion for 18 years. Originally a rescue kitty from the Cat Care Society,
Mickey and his buddy Scout, who died this past January, were both with me through thick and thin for 18 years.
Both gave so much love, and such loud purrs. I miss them both, especially Mickey for the love that I always saw
in his eyes and his sweet rubs on my hands when he wanted more attention! I don't have a photo of Mick, but he
was an orange striped kitty, with a very pronounced m on his forehead . . . hence his name Mickey.

LARRY  by  Margery  Smith
The first time I saw him he was hiding in a cage behind a curtain in the
Shy Room at Cat Care Society. It was November 2009. He was over
ten years old and had been adopted from CCS as a kitten. When his
owner died, he was returned to CCS under their Perpetual Care
program. His right ear was tipped so he had been in a feral colony at
some point in his career and his nose bore the scars of that difficult life.
I felt really sorry for him. I didn't think he was a particularly cute cat.
He was unused to shelter life and had hidden himself from prying eyes.
Somewhere in my heart I knew he would never be chosen. I remember
petting him but not picking him up or playing with him there but I
chose him and took him home anyway. Besides, I loved the name
"Larry."

Special Larry. Photo by Margery Smith.

Larry was large. In fact, I called him "Larry the Large" many times. He was quiet and gentle and oozed peaceful
calm. Having other cats in the house was never a problem--he would seem to say to himself "oh, another cat"
and accept them as part of his family with ease.
In May 2013 he suddenly started limping on his left hind foot. X-rays showed that his hock had been broken at
some point long ago and it not healed well. Arthritis and perhaps some recent injury had caused it to flare up. I
put him in my bedroom for several days with pain meds, put his food and water on the bed and spent the nights
with him. He would purr for hours, lulling us both to sleep, nose to nose.
In September, a canine tooth got really infected and he had lost three pounds during the year. A vet exam
revealed that he had tachycardia and a heart murmur. He was throwing up dry food and not eating much. His
infected tooth could not be extracted in time. Along with Kris and the vet, after much discussion, I decided to let
him go. He died quickly and quietly in my arms with his eyes half closed and tongue sticking out. I could still
feel him purring many minutes afterwards. Out of pain. At peace. Loving. Lustful. Luscious. Large. Larry.

REQUIEM  by  Kris  Field,  October  19,  2013
To Whom belong these furry paws
That reach with arms so thin;
Clutching and squeezing my aching heart
And the love that lies within.
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KODY  by  Liz  Dipaolo
Our hearts have broken as we say good-bye to our fantastic dog of 10 years. Kody came into our lives at a time
when we had a huge void to fill after losing Sydney. Fortunately, a friend of a friend needed a home for a
wonderful companion dog, as he could no longer keep him. Kody was a rescue from DDFL born in May of
2000. He joined our family in 2003. We enjoyed 10 of the greatest years with one of the most amazing animals
and companions ever. The Rainbow Bridge has been graced with one of the best. He goes not to greener
pastures but to feet of powder (snow for you flatlanders)! Kody touched many of you in some way and we are
blessed to have such great love in our lives. We will never forget you Buddy and will love you always!!!

Beautiful Kody. Photos by Liz Dipaolo.

LETTER  TO  KRIS  FROM  SARA  JOHNSTON
Sara has had Jackson through many years and through many challenges. Here is a letter
from Sara to Kris, who was instrumental in bringing the two together even before Kris
began her rescue shelter years ago.
"Thank you for all you have done, are going to do and will do for the kitties in
need. Jackson, at 20, is living with me in Santa Fe and has turned into a cat that can
adapt to just about anything and anywhere, as
long as he is with me and his best friend, Luna,
the rescued lab mix. His kidneys are slowing
down and I'm turning into quite the kitty chef.
I usually have what he's having for dinner.
Thank you for him! Love, Sara"
Noble Jackson above and

We are sad to pass on this recent message from
with his friends, left.
Sara: "Jackson, a professional cat, a wise and
Photos by Sara Johnston.
well traveled cat, has at age 20 moved into the
non-physical. He did it with the same grace, ease and nobility with
which he lived in his beautiful black cat body. Thank you for sharing
your wonderful catness with us."

In M emoriam
W ith deepest sympathy and love to all of the families who lost people,
animals and household or feral pets during the ter rible floods in
Colorado, September 11, 2013.
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